
 

MAP YOUR GRAMMAR
 Complete the maps with your own example sentences. Some parts of the sentences are already completed for 

you.

CONDITIONALS (2)

Third

Inversion

Mixed

If + Past perfect  + would have + Past participle for:

•  a hypothetical, imaginary cause and effect in the
past:
If it hadn’t rained, we would have gone to the beach.

 1 I would have bought you a present
 . 

2  ?

•  a regret for things that didn’t happen:
You would have got the job if you had applied.
3  If she hadn’t been late,  . 
4  ?

More formal style.

•  Zero/First conditional with should:
Should you want more information, don’t hesitate to ask.

  9 Should it rain,  . 
10  .

•  Second conditional with were:
Were you to apply for the job, you’d get it.

 11 if the teacher  
were to give you homework?
12  .

•  Third conditional with had:
Had you emailed them, they would have answered you.

 13 Had I not seen the email,  . 
14  .

•  Mixed conditional with had:
Had she not accepted the other job, she wouldn’t be
earning so much now.

 15 We wouldn’t be waiting here in the rain,
 . 

16  .

If + Past perfect + would + infinitive without to for:

•  an imaginary event in the past and its imaginary
present result (permanent/stative verbs):
If he hadn’t sent the letter, he wouldn’t work
there now.

 5 If you hadn’t lost the map,  . 
6  ?

If + Past perfect + would be + -ing for:

•  an imaginary event in the past and its imaginary
present result (in progress/temporary):
We wouldn’t be having this chat if I hadn’t
called you.

 7 I wouldn’t be sitting here now  . 
8  ?
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